Learn Finnish and Digital skills
Tips & Materials

When your Finnish language skill exceeds YKI3, you can apply for degree studies in Finnish. For immigrants, there are a separate process for applying in Oamk (Ouas).

Oamk (Ouas) tests your language skill.

Your language level is sufficient for degree studies in Finnish. You learn Finnish more.

Your language level is sufficient for preparatory classes. You learn Finnish more.

Take Finnish courses in O-B-level. Learn Finnish also at your own pace.

Learn Finnish step by step until your language skill reaches the level to study at the University.

Test your language skill
Find Finnish courses

Take a Finnish language test
Search Finnish language courses
Information about Finnish courses in Oulu

Learn also digital skills in Finnish

You also need digital skills when you study at the University.

Learn digital skills in Finnish at your own pace >

Learn Finnish at your own pace

You learn Finnish when you speak, write and listen to Finnish language actively. There are some tips for learning Finnish at your own pace below.

Koti Suomessa (Home in Finland)

Suomen puhekielen alkeiskurssi (Course of Spoken Finnish)

Suomen kieli sanoo tervetuloa (Finnish language says, Welcome)

Yle: Supisuomea (Real Finnish)

Yle: Kielikoulu (Language school)

Yle: Selkouutiset (News in plain Finnish)